Nixon refuses compromise
Welfare reform bleak
by Maximie Hunter
(C) 1972 New York Times

WASHINGTON, Sept. 28 — A move to rescue welfare reform legislation appeared doomed today, as the Nixon Administration denounced support of a compromise offered by Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, D-Conn.

The administration announced its opposition even before Ribicoff had finished outlining to the Senate what he called a "Ribicoff-Administration" agreement bringing key parts of the welfare reform plan first proposed by President Nixon three years ago.

With the Senate caught up in a bitter three-way fight over welfare reform, the administration's apparent refusal to compromise was generally viewed as signaling the death of welfare reform legislation this year.

Some senators favor passage of the Nixon Plan already passed by the House. Under this plan, a family of four would be assured a guaranteed annual income of $2,400. This would include those already on welfare and the so-called "working poor" with substandard wages.

Other senators, most of them staunch conservatives, support a more restrictive "welfare" plan, written by the Senate Finance Committee, which would substitute a "guaranteed job" plan for the administration's "guaranteed income" proposal.

Still others including most liberal democrats, favor the Ribicoff substitute, which retains the guaranteed income concept but sets the annual figure at $2,000 for a family of four.

Ribicoff further proposed that the guaranteed income wage supplements for the "working poor" be tested under a pilot program that could then be fully implemented at some future time, subject only to a veto by either House of Congress.

Ribicoff had earlier proposed a $3,000 income guarantee but had scaled this down to $2,000 after long negotiations with key officials of the Department of Health Education and Welfare last summer.

Nixon was urged by H.E.W. officials to consider the Ribicoff compromise, but he refused, insisting that it was not the right time to enter negotiations.

However, top administration officials had said, just two months ago, that there would have to be "some give and take" on the issue in order to salvage the bill on the Senate floor this fall.

Today, as Ribicoff neared the end of his speech on the Senate floor outlining his proposed compromise, a courier from H.E.W. arrived in the Senate Press Gallery with a news release.

In the release, H.E.W. Secretary Elliott L. Richardson accused Ribicoff of having "mistakenly labeled" his welfare plans as a "Ribicoff-Administration" compromise.

While conceding that he and his aides had discussed "alternative proposals" with Ribicoff and other senators, Richardson added that "we have never agreed, either publicly or privately," to support anything except the president's plan.

Richardson indicated that the president supported only his own plan and was not willing to compromise that stand.

Ribicoff, a former Secretary of H.E.W. in the Kennedy Administration, promptly termed the Richardson statement as "more administration double talk. It is time for Richardson to show the courage of his convictions."
Washington — A former navy pilot told the Senate Armed Services Committee, which is investigating unauthorized bombings over North Vietnam, that pilots about his aircraft carrier off Vietnam in late 1971 and early 1972 had been instructed to bomb targets in North Vietnam regardless of whether they were fired upon first. Thework would violate the rules of the air war at that time.

Los Angeles — President Nixon ended a brief campaign trip in Los Angeles with a strong defense of his economic and foreign policies. Nixon asserted that his economic strategies had reduced unemployment in California from 7.1 per cent to 5.8 per cent in the last year, while the rate of inflation had declined and real earnings increased nationwide.

New York — The Soviet Union’s recent purchase of more than $1 billion in American wheat, feed grains and soybeans, the biggest grain deal in history, appears to have been a remarkable financial coup for the buyers from Moscow. The Russians, who were tough bargainers, bought up about 55 per cent of the American wheat crop at bargain prices. Domestic and world prices have jumped more than 56 per cent since they started buying.

Will divert war funds

McG issues urban stand

by James M. Naughton

Washington, Sept. 28—Sen. George McGovern, declaring that the 1972 Presidential election was a “referendum on the future of our cities,” pledged here today to reverse the priorities of the Nixon administration.

In his first major policy statement on urban issues, the Democratic nominee asserted that the President had permitted the war, inflation, tax inequities and unemployment to intensify the problems of the nation’s mayors.

“The major enemy of this country is not in Hanoi,” McGovern said. “The major enemy of America is within. It’s the collapse of our cities due to inadequate resources.”

He promised to channel some $38 billion in federal funds, including $4 billion of emergency aid to the cities, into programs to create jobs, strengthen law enforcement, provide property tax relief and upgrade housing, schools and transit systems in the cities, where most Americans—and voters—live.

The funds, McGovern said, would be diverted from the “unending, senseless war in Vietnam,” the military budget and the “special tax favors for the wealthy” that he proposed to discontinue.

Nothing that the South Dakotan advocated this morning, in a news conference with 10 Democratic mayors, constituted a new campaign pledge. But it marked the first time that the Democratic nominee had linked his proposals directly to the plight of the cities and provided an opportunity for a concerted attack by the Senator and the mayors on the administration’s urban record.

“The sharpest differences between myself and my opponent, Mr. Nixon, are the differences which directly affect our cities,” McGovern said.

“The things he vetoes—the education, pay-care centers, job training, public service employment—are still being vetoed. I would be urging the Congress to expand.” McGovern asserted. “The things he twists the Congress’s arms to pass like the SST and the ABM and the continuation of the war in Indochina—are the things I would be urging the Congress to postpone or to cancel.”

Mayor John V. Lindsay of New York, who was named with mayors Joseph Alioto of San Francisco and Ruman S. Gribbs of Detroit as a co-chairman of “Mayors for McGovern-Shriver,” said that McGovern had “plunged into” urban problems in conflict with administration attempts “to exploit fear” with campaign rhetoric.

Mayor Kevin H. White of Boston contended that “George McGovern’s election is imperative for the future of the American city” because he said only the Democratic nominee was committed to ending the war and seeking major tax reform to provide the money to improve life in the cities.

Joining Mayors Lindsay, Gribbs and White in denouncing President Nixon’s priorities were Mayors Alfred B. DelBello of Yonkers, Thomas Lukens of Cincinnati, Kenneth A. Gibson of Newark, Kathy Kirschbaum of Davenport, Iowa, Bert Williams of El Paso, Tex., Lee Alexander of Syracuse, N.Y., and Ivan Leshoff of Fort Wayne, Ind.
Loyal sons (and daughters) march onward to victory

by Lee E. Klosinski
Observer Staff Reporter

This Saturday, as the Notre Dame Band enters its 127th year, eight new female members will be marching their way into history.

Approximately ten women auditioned for positions. Each of them underwent the same rigorous audition that the men did.

Freshman Betsey Jaeger summed up her feelings about making the band in three words: "I like it!" Lucy Eberhart Cannata feels honored. She stated, "It's lots of work and lots of time, but it's worth every minute of it."

Mary Beth Breungardt tried out for the band because she likes music. Even though she was the target of wolf-whistles when she was late for the second practice, she feels that "the guys have been really nice."

Despite all the recent publicity that the women have received, the 117 male band members do not seem to resent their new colleagues. Band President Jerry Baker thinks that an "integrated" band "is great."

He continued, "We were worried last semester about the girls marching with us. Now they do just as well, if not better, than some of the guys."

Harvey Humphrey explained that there was some resentment at the beginning of the year, but he added that after the auditions the women were accepted. He stated, "Now they're as much a part of the band as anyone else is."

The band's only female bass player, Rosemary Crock, agreed that being a girl presented a challenge to her at first, but she quickly added that "it's hard work, but that's an important part of it."

John Segishti, band publicity director, explained that there was no quota system or set of double standards used in auditioning.

"There isn't any place for objections. Everything has been as fair as possible, and now we're all getting along fine," he said.
Bremer’s sentence reduced 10 years

The action came on a review of sentence hearing requested by Bremer, the 22-year-old Milwaukee former busboy who on Aug. 4 was found guilty of assault with intent to murder Wallace and three others in a LaCret Motel, shopping center.

In effect, the judges reduced the 33 years Bremer had been sentenced on the Wallace counts to 23, in line with the sentences he received on charges on the other three persons.

Judge James H. Taylor, Chairman of the panel, made no comment as he announced the reductions after an hour’s deliberation. The other two panelists were Judges William H. McCullough and Ronnie B. Parker.

During the hearing, Bremer, looking somewhat plump after nearly two months in the Maryland State Penitentiary in Baltimore, said he was a “victim of grave injustice...in the heart of a political year, I was an easy target of repression.”

Sixty-three years is more than a life sentence,” Bremer told the court at a 45-minute hearing. “It is severe and harsh. I plead for a reduction of the sentence,” he said.

Bremer was convicted of shooting Wallace, secret service agent Nicholas Sarcozzi, Alabama State Trooper Capt. E. C. Dothard and Dora Thompson, a Wallace campaign worker, at a May 15 rally during the Maryland primary campaign.

He still faces federal charges in connection with the shooting of Wallace and Zarvos.

Trip to India over vacation slated by SMC history dept.

by Andi Hinter
Observer Staff Reporter

In an attempt to broaden the American student’s knowledge of the culture outside his own, a study tour of India is being planned for this Christmas vacation. The tour, sponsored by the Saint Mary's College history department, will be for credit and will include visits to some of India’s major cities as well as to ancient landmarks and cultural centers.

Dr. Cyrus Pulapilly of SMC’s history department hopes this trip will provide a strong foundation for the Asia studies course he hopes to start next fall. He believes that understanding the basic philosophy and spiritualism in India’s culture will aid in understanding the activities of the Asian countries that surround India and are directly influenced by it.

Major points of interest to be visited are the Ajanta Cave paintings, the Moghad monuments, Hindu and Buddhist shrines and the Taj Mahal. Meetings with India’s leading artists, discussions with political leaders and lectures at the universities will highlight the tours of the major cities of Bombay, Delhi, Madras, and Calcutta.

Further clues as to what there is to be found in mysterious India can be found in a special series of movies being shown every other Sunday in Carroll Hall. The next of which will be shown on October 3 at 8:00 p.m.

The estimated cost of this tour is $1000.00 which will include all traveling expenses and hotel accommodations.

UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC COUNCIL
Applications Accepted
NOW THROUGH TUES. OCT. 3
FOR POSITIONS IN THE COLLEGES OF
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Applicants should submit resumes to Dean’s
office in their respective colleges. Interviews
will be conducted next week.
Rock, ACC renovated for women

by James Baum
Observer Staff Reporter

Although physical education courses have changed little in the wake of coeducation, the presence of women in the classes has necessitated some major changes in both the locker room and the Athletic and Convocation Center.

Renovations to adapt the Rock facilities for women's use began about two years ago, when an old washroom was converted into a locker room for women on the facility or in graduate school, as well as some St. Mary's students.

When the university went coed this year, the physical education department modified both this room as well as the adjoining boxing room. Showers were installed in the wrestling room, and carpeting and lockers were added. Dr. Thomas Fallon, Chairman of the Physical Education Department, noted that there is even more room for expansion.

According to Dr. Fallon, there are no provisions for St. Mary's students unless they are either taking at least three credit hours of courses at Notre Dame, or paying a $50 recreation fee per semester.

An added rear entrance to the building allows women to enter during the day, since both side entrances open onto the men's locker rooms. The girls have equal use of all the building's facilities.

In contrast the ACC has required few changes to accommodate women. According to John Plouff, Managing Director of the ACC, the intramural locker rooms near the Central Room were converted into showers and lockers for the girls over the summer. They had been originally "overflow" lockers for the men.

Actual courses offered by the department have changed little, save for the obvious addition of female students. Before the year began it was decided that the women would receive no special treatment by the department.

The only activity banned for women is soccer, which the department does not feel to be a "conformational sport." In the opinion of Dr. Francis Sellers, University physician, girls shouldn't be allowed to play soccer because of their relative lack of durability.

The program, in general, seems to working well, as no girls have yet requested to be excused from the courses. Physical Education at Notre Dame has gradually drifted away from calisthenics and is now placing emphasis on sports that can be played throughout life. Such sports as volleyball, tennis and handball are considered to be ideal for a coeducational program.

In the heart of downtown South Bend

GOOD FOOD AT MODEST PRICES
Steaks 'Chops Chicken Sea Food
Quiet atmosphere - pleasant surroundings

CLOSED MONDAYS
Daily & Sunday
11 am till 9 pm
Saturday
11 am till 10 pm

CELEBRATE!
WITH THE WINNING TEAM:
SPORTS AND LIQUOR
Look at these victory prices!

SEAGRAM'S SEVEN GUCKENHEIMER
BARCLAY'S GIN TVARSCKI VODKA
MAC KINTOSH SCOTCH
BOONE'S FARM APPLE OR STRAWBERRY
SANGRIA ANDRES COLD DUCK

$15 fifths
$3.22 fifths
$4.69 quart
$4.60 quart
$4.99 gallon
$2.45 BIB

* Best Beer Prices in Town
* 10% Discount by the Case

Friday, September 29, 1972

Good Afternoon

SHULA'S
Has a TGIF Party

EVERY FRIDAY

Celebrate Early for ND's Win Over
"PURDUE" Do it With Two Great
Bands, Open Bar, Dancing, Whatever
Start the Weekend Off Right

Le's Nite Club

2802 SOUTH 11th ROAD
MILES, MICHIGAN 48120
Phone: 883-3568
Bikes --- Last Reminder

Bike rip-offs are a real deal. Anybody who goes out and pays anywhere from fifty to two-hundred dollars for a bike sure doesn't want to find it missing the next day or even the next period. And even if the bike only costs ten dollars, everybody knows the inconvenience that causes, and then there's the problem of finding another ten-dollar bike. Nobody likes rip-offs. But the fact of the matter now is that they do happen, and if they do, unless the owner is protected, he has to take it.

The Fairley Cyclers have provided a means of protection. Together with the Security Department, they're registering title with both local and national bicycle retrieval systems. And they're being ignored.

Out of some estimated 2000 bikes on both campuses, the Fairley Cyclers have registered 70. A disappointing figure considering the number of thefts last year.

Letter . . .

Naked's endorsement of me to succeed him as the new Notre Dame Striper kind of came with my pants down. At my unofficial debut in the Blue-Gold game last spring I was somewhat less than impressive. My impression was that of a coward (along with other things) and I knew that I had to work a few of the bugs out of me in order to be in the running to succeed "The Naked Kahunza." So I spent the whole summer preparing myself and I think I have finally mastered the art of stripping.

I spent many sleepless nights on a bar room stool getting myself in the right spirit to go through with my strenuous task. And it took many days of long hard practice in order to learn the right techniques of stripping. I started out in an old abandoned house where there were no human eyes to view me. And after I had built up my confidence I began to expose myself to little ladies. Next I began stripping for girl scout benefits and bridge clubs. And from there it was just a matter of time before I was fully prepared to strip in front of huge crowds in order to inspire them to cheer Notre Dame on to victory.

And now all my time and effort has paid off and I would like to offer my sincerest thanks to Jamie "The Naked Kahunza." igen for selecting me as his successor, I consider it a great honor to follow in his footsteps (16).

There is one more thing I would like to do before I close. In our changing world there is nothing that is sacred anymore. Also, Notre Dame has become a tradition to be laid aside. The time has come for Notre Dame to have its first coed stripper come forward and "let it all hang out." If there are any interested females around I would like them to apply to me in person for a screening.

And after I have selected several qualified girls who have met all the requirements, I will hold an "audience" rehearsal after which I will announce the first "Naked Kahunza".

My final words are that I will go "all off" to keep up the sacred tradition in "flying drawers." And I promise to put one hundred proof, I mean percent, effort into my act.

Devotedly yours in Notre Dame, Piece and Love,
Ed "The Naked Kahunza" Klunk

John Abowd
Editor-in-chief

Bikes - Last Reminder

The last day of the Cyclers will be in LaFortune. This is the bike owners' last chance to get protection against permanent theft for a cheap price. Register your bike. Don't get shafted.

Joseph Abell

No Conflict

In order to avoid conflicts of interest, the two members of the Observer Editorial Board recently elected to the Student Life Council will not be allowed to run for student body office or vote in concerns before the SLC or the nature of the SLC itself.

If the new constitution is adopted—making Fred Giuffrida and Anthony Abowd members of the Student Government Board; then, their status as members of the Editorial Board will be reconsidered.

The Editorial Board

Only Castles Burning

Polinomics!

John Abowd

One of the most trying tasks in any election year is decrying the economic policies of the candidates. This is particularly true of welfare economics because the fiscal issues are usually tied inex- tricably to political arguments concerning the number of "loafer's" on the welfare rolls. Nevertheless both candidates are committed to major revisions in the method of public support for the poor, an explanation of the mechanics of the negative income tax and guaranteed annual income can eliminate many of the technical confusions surrounding both.

Negative income taxes

The two most important aspects of welfare economics are the level of guarantee and the rate of negative income tax. The level of guarantee is the minimum income that the government will provide for a poor family which has no income. Employment, the negative income tax is the rate at which the guaranteed income is reduced as income from employment is increased. All welfare proposals contain these two elements, even the existing program.

If a family is "on welfare" and neither the husband nor wife is employed then the amount of yearly income from the welfare check only when the annual income is $100. For example, if a family's guaranteed welfare is $2,000 per year and the wife earns $500 then the welfare payment is reduced to $1,500.

All of the revisions in the current welfare system involve negative income tax rates below 100 percent. The theory is that if the family is not penalized one dollar for every dollar earned, the incentive to work will be increased. As the negative tax rate decreases, work incentive should increase. The amount of employment derived from this increased incentive should equalize the total amount necessary to provide every poor family with a guaranteed annual income.

Highest subsidized incomes

One of the most critical elements of any proposed welfare revision is the level of subsidy. The highest subsidized income is the income at which the family could earn before all welfare payments would be ended. The highest income level is defined entirely by the negative income tax rate and the level of guarantee.

If the guaranteed annual income is $4,000 and the negative income tax rate is 50 percent, the maximum income is $12,000. In general, the largest family income which will still be subsidized can be computed by multiplying the guaranteed annual income by the inverse of the negative income tax rate. (e.g. .3 X 4,000 equals 12,000)

This does not mean that a family earning $12,000 gets a $4,000 welfare check in addition. In fact, this family will receive only one dollar in welfare payments. In order to compute how much an individual family's welfare payment would be to multiply the earnings times the negative income tax rate and subtract the product from the guaranteed annual income. (e.g. .3 X 12,000 equals 3,600)

Judging the system

Many critics of the negative income tax plan insist that the expense of subsidizing incomes as high as $12,000 is too great. This argument can be evaluated only by the government annual and negative income tax rates. At some level over the guaranteed annual income, the negative income tax becomes a positive income tax or an income tax modifier. For example, if a family earns $6,000 under the welfare model above, they could expect a $2,000 welfare check. But if the positive income tax rate is at all over the government $900. The net gain is only $1,100.

Assumptions are possible in the level of guaranteed annual income, the negative tax rate and the positive tax rate. The present system of three factors must be included in an evaluation of any prospective welfare system specifically, the only reasonable method of testing any given mix of guarantees and rates is by measuring the trade-off between labor force participation and the negative income tax rate. Once this is accomplished in an easy task, the costs of the welfare program within a unified structure of positive and negative income tax rates can be computed. The costs might be lower than ever (while employment costs are measured in terms of lost output in the society.)

These figures are available can any President make a reasonable policy decision on welfare programs.

McGovern and Nixon are both faced with this scenario. The public debate will be quite propietary if both candidates if the candidates would provide more of the necessary information.
Chicago past & present

kevin dockrell

The company is not limited to students. It has had the opportunity to work with Chicago's own "Handel's Folly," as well as with Cleveland of Notre Dame's Law School Library.

Other cast members include Richard Van Duren, Kathy Meyer, Susan Stone, Cyn Symask and Kathryn Welles.

Carlton Wright has worked with Chicago's own "Handel's Folly," as well as with Cleveland of Notre Dame's Law School Library.

The company is not limited to students. It has had the opportunity to work with Chicago's own "Handel's Folly," as well as with Cleveland of Notre Dame's Law School Library.

Other cast members include Richard Van Duren, Kathy Meyer, Susan Stone, Cyn Symask and Kathryn Welles.
**Recordings**

Close to the Edge: candidate for this year's pendant

Close To The Edge

Yes

Atlantic SD724

55.8 Hit

They'll go now.

And the blockbuster - the title track. This is Yes' longest song to date, lasting almost nineteen minutes, and is also reviewed in a musical form every second.

Ref: Close to the Edge by Jethro Tull's Thick As A Brick and Emerson, Lake and Palmer's Tarkus cut up immediately: a continuous track. The denials and attempts to approximate a small concert.

"Close to the Edge" starts out with an at first seemingly disjointed cacophony of sounds, which, upon closer analysis, is quite an intricate piece. It then relaxes into a filigree-like structure, and then proceeds into sliding into the vocal. The unusually critical chorus appears for the first time during the first "movement," and establishes itself as a guiding motif throughout the work.

The second part sounds quite a bit like the finest jazz eighteenth-century, and as it comes to an end, and how its end is marked by the start of the second part, there will be no return to the original form.

Rick Wakeman takes over here, with a delicate, almost gossamer mellotron solo. A slow spot in the midst of the overall quickness, but out of it comes a gentle vocal harmony and double track of Anderson's that builds and finally gives way to a Wakeman high organ solo. And out of that comes the exciting "movement," one in which all members of the band shine in a superior effort.

The tension builds as the chorus returns and a vague reverberation effect begins to encompass everything. Driving further and further, it peaks at best possible moment to fade out via organ and mellotron.

The song is a masterpiece, something Yes has been to for three years.

I haven't mentioned the lyrics of the album which are more intense and quasi-poetic than before. I haven't discussed the poor jacket construction, the image painting inside, or the almost universal warps in copies I've seen. I haven't mentioned the disappointment of missing a Wakeman solo by a few inches in concert, or the exception of the recent single, "America."
Non-violence seminar lives; revived by Dolan, O'Leary

By Mike O'Hare

Professor Jan Dolan and Basil O'Leary met with students yesterday to discuss revitalization of the Non-Violence program.

Prof. Dolan of the College of Arts and Letters, created a committee to revive the Non-Violence program's brief history and potential future. The committee reported back in favor of continuing the program under Dolan's leadership.

They recommended the program be revived with a full faculty involvement and the program be presented with a greater inter-disciplinary and academic emphasis. The committee's report was presented to the College Council this past Wednesday, which tabled the report pending further development.

According to Prof. Dolan, the Non-Violence program will continue at a low level in order to "keep the issues of peace and non-violence alive and in the forefront." He expressed the hope that students could speak at campus every month and discuss various aspects of non-violence. This program will begin next month at the College of Arts and Letters, O'Brien of Holy Cross and Sr. Patricia McEvil of Notre Dame.

Dolan and O'Leary: "To keep the issues of peace and non-violence alive and in the forefront."
There's no dirty pool in McGirr's

New York — By 2 o'clock on recent, Tuesday afternoon, the dank subterranean hall that is McGirr's Billiard Academy was filling with men, who broke into groups and talked excitedly about the imminent head-to-head three-cushion billiard confrontation between Jimmy the Cat Cattrano and Larry (Boston Shorty) Johnson.

In all about a hundred men had filed down the steps of the pool hall at 709 8th Ave. and bought $2 tickets for the first four matches between the two players, who in pool hall circles are generally believed to be the best three-cushion players in the United States, or at least on the East Coast, or certainly in the Northeast. The assessment varied with the commentators.

Once inside the room, the fans clustered in sub groups, each of which had its distinctive costumes. There were, for example, the hats. There were new, mostly in their 60's. They all wore straw fedoras, or porkpies, and seemed to be retired. The hats liked Boston Shorty, who at 43 had been around awhile.

"He's good with the pressure," said one fan.

A second large group was made up of young men in their early 20's, many of whom wore high-heeled shoes. Like the hats they were basically looking to drum up bets, but unlike them, the shoes flashed their money more openly, peeling bills off their rolls. Mostly, the shoes liked "the Cat," pointing out that he was "the coming champion," and that he had not even lost a single game in his last eight tournaments.

Johnson entered the hall alone. He wore a porkpie hat and a windbreaker. He is five feet two inches tall and has been making his living with a cue stick for 29 years. His home base is Boston, but he travels a lot.

Shorty differs form many pool hustlers in that he is equally adept at billiards as he is at pocket pool. "There's not much money in billiards," he said.

Three-cushion billiards, he explained, is to pool as chess is to checkers.

Stan Gordon, who owns McGirr's and booked the match, also compared the game to chess and said he hoped it would become popular.

Seven in the corner

The game is played with three balls on a table measuring 5 by 10 feet. The idea, roughly, is for the player to hit his ball into another ball and then have his ball carom off three rails or cushions and then strike the third ball. It takes a geometric imagination, a sure stroke, and if the money riding on the game is heavy, sure nerves.

At 3:30 Cattrano came in. He is a heavyset man who learned to play in his father's billiard parlor in Flushing, N.Y. "He's good with the pressure," said Shorty, who had been talking to himself, found his stroke. He made one shot in which the ball swung around five cushions. Then another, and another. Shorty sat and smoked, looking impressive as his lead dwindled. After each billiard that Cattrano made the crowd clapped in a show of partisan sportsmanship.

The player from Flushing made 15 points before he missed. This kind of run is considered very good. The highest ever made at McGirr's has been 18. The streak turned the game around and although Shorty fought back with applause-gating shots of his own he could not recover his advantage. After a game that took two hours he had lost 60 to 53.

Old coffeehouse to become new SMC art gallery

Moreau Art Gallery at Saint Mary's College, Notre Dame, will move to new, enlarged quarters October 1, 1972.

The area, formerly the Saint Mary's coffeehouse, is located immediately under O'Laughlin Auditorium, and will include an outdoor Sculpture Garden and additional rooms for special purposes. One such room will be the Alumni Room, housing items from the College's permanent collection.

The Gallery will operate as a public museum, with monthly exhibits, free of charge. In the future, a membership program will be initiated.

The Gallery will be open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., Saturday 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., and will be closed on Mondays.

The new Gallery will open with a show of Saint Mary's College faculty member's exhibit. Dr. Susan Yang Kiang, Painting and Calligraphy, October 1 through 26, 1972.

A reception honoring Dr. Kiang and the opening of the new Gallery will be held October 1, 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Jimmy (The Cat) Cattrano takes aim during the three-cushion billiard match with Larry (Boston Shorty) Johnson.

RICK DUNFY IS BACK

Join him in his Happy Hour 4-6 p.m.

SATURDAY PRE—GAME SPECIAL

2 Bloody Mary's for only $1.00

SUNDAY NITE

A Chicago concert ticket or stub gives a half priced mixed drink

SATURDAY OPEN 10 AM TILL GAME TIME

After game till 2 am

The Alumni Club

ECONOMICS I

A crame course in economy. A snap for fun!

2 BLOODY MARY'S FOR ONLY $1.00

MDM0311

426-3711

15% BEER

15% BEER

OPEN MONDAY 'TIL 1:30 PM

OPEN MONDAY 'TIL 1:30 PM
McGovern's voter drive hits black neighborhoods

by Ronald Sacco

Washington, Sept. 28- Sen. George McGovern's voter-registration drive is channeling nearly all its energies into efforts in black communities, campaign officials report, encouraging results among blacks in Baltimore, Philadelphia, Detroit and, at least one, New York City.

Anne Walker, director of the drive, predicted yesterday that the drive would wind up in "more black registration than ever before in the history of American politics."

However, Mrs. Walker said a status report on the drive yesterday, announcing that the McGovern forces are vowing to add a goal of 4 million new Democratic voters for the 1972 election.

The Democrats are trying to make the 7 to 8 million new voters signed up during John F. Kennedy's 1960 campaign for re-election in "more black registration than ever before in the history of American politics."

However, the McGovern campaign drew some encouragement from the fact that during the first two days of this week, Democratic registrations were up 97.4 percent over Republican totals and 97.1 percent independents.

Mrs. Walker reported that officials report that in another Washington suburb, Prince Georges Co., and Prince Georges County, Md., one of the heavy black registration locations, the party continues to enjoy a 2 to 1 edge over Republican registrations.

According to the count of 23,351 new voters who have registered in Prince Georges Co., 12,800 are Democrats and 4,000 are Republicans.

Mrs. Walker said that even so, "we've had really outstanding success in most areas, especially in the larger cities."

In Northern California we've added over 250,000 new Democrats to the rolls at the rate of between 12,000 and 15,000 per week."

Robert Walters

FOR SALE

- Two senior football tickets, Call Mark or George 289 1111
- With State Bus Trip and Ticket for Sale Kevin 2007
- For Later Advertising - Pic Time Admission Call 3429
- Hot Carlina G.T. Low mileage car condition Call Ethel 844 6444
- Soviet 1959 CC YU-114 Excellent condition 2200 call Korkkehr 92601 (50601)
- Two Michigan State tickets for sale, or trade for Portland tickets Call 263 4422
- Cheaper than leasing! New 1972 freezer, refrigerator, a 4 cubic ft. chest freez, available, WYNNS REFRIGERATION 1252 9591
- Two tickets for sale to Chicago Bears v. Seattle Seahawks - Men's persons Call Tim 234 4392
- Max Solo Roma (957) Brown shoes, Italian leather, in great condition and in excellent condition and in good condition. Call Tim 234 4392
- Getting cold feet within, you need new and lower prices on Moose Groups and Lobowalks in theMushroom Colors. Call Kevin or Mike 3117, 3120, 3120
- For Electric Guitar Call 283 1490

FOR RENT

- Rooms for Football weekends - Fortunes - 3 rooms available, Call Mike, Cooper 311 8846
- Furnished rooms in South Bend model for night of Oct. 13 1972 + Add $60.00 Call June 4944
- Furnished house close to N. D. suitable for 4 students available. Oct 1st or earlier Call Mike 3188 3188

WANTED

- Wanted; secretaries, must type and be available by 4:30 to 5:00 p.m. Apply OBSERVER salery advertised.
- Wanted; assistant football driver, must drive around part of grounds. Call Tim 272 1159
- Wanted; need for 3 to 4 Grand Rapids, Michigan on Oct. 8 Call Betty 428 9551
- Wanted; need for musician and equipment. Call Jim 846 315
- Wanted; need for East (8 to10 per Tpk.) for sale. Call Tしております Destination Pkwy 846 315
- Wanted; Cent of Drawer's Call 846 315
- Please note one general admission ticket Pittsburgh College, Home game on Oct. 15.
- Please note one general admission ticket for Purdue game in Oct. 1972.
- Please note one general admission ticket for Iowa game Oct. 1972.

LOST

- Brown sputnik button down jacket asking for $2.00
- Lost- black leather jacket size large asking for $5.00
- Lost in brown leather jacket size medium asking for $1.00
- All black 10 speed ICITOH yellow bicycle, REWARD Call Paul 220 3923
- Lost; Brown long sleeve button down jacket asking for $2.00
- Lost in brown leather jacket size medium asking for $1.00
- Lost; 10 speed ICITOH yellow with black frame, $2.00, REWARD Call Paul 220 3923
- Lost; All identification, blue case, lost in library. Keep me up to date. Call I.W. 204 3601
- Wanted; Chest of Drawers Call 846 315
- Wanted; Wanted; 2 Purdue tickets, will pay cash for tickets. Call Bill 234 2268
- Wanted; Two tickets Purdue, will pay cash. Call Bill 234 2268
- Wanted; Two tickets Purdue, will pay cash. Call Bill 234 2268

FOR DELIVERIES OR CARRY OUT 219 336

Wanted: 2 Missouri general admission tickets, for sale. Call 846 315

FOR SALE

- Need ride to MSU Fri Oct. 6 help on call. Call Bill 846 315
- Need for Battle Creek- Punished 2 bedroom, needs $60 a month call Tom at home 234 4392
- Wanted; 3 Purdue tickets, will pay cash. Call Bill 234 2268
- Wanted; 2 tickets Purdue, will pay cash. Call Bill 234 2268

NOTICES

- Wanted; 10 Speed girl's bike in good repair. Call Frank 243 2434
- Need 7 G.A. to TCU game ticket 1972

WANTED

- Tickets wanted: to Concert any show in the library for any price. Call Tim 846 315
- 7 PM or Call 232 8827
- Merryland Loan Fund open. Borrow a few dollars. Call Bill QB 203 4944
- Wednesday 5 PM or Call 232 8827
- The STRANGELOVE is coming Fri. Oct. 6-10. Call Mike at the Engineering Auditorium
- Those who have an idea for your next job and could not produce a creditable proposal on another chance. Richard Morris, 420 S. Sellotape Street, Santa Monica, California

Welcome to R&B Enterprises. You can't believe what we have to offer! Call the Pepp, 250 0432, or any of the Pepp Bakers. We have the Pepp Bakers. You love you. Yes we carry products. Call Kevin or Mike 3188 3188

We help entertain Purdue's football fans. We're part of the WAKE Radio, Drinkin' Deal. We're part of the WAKE Radio, Drinkin' Deal. We're part of the WAKE Radio, Drinkin' Deal.
Jim Donaldson
Sports Editor

On paper, Purdue has a great football team. Gary Danielson, the Big Ten's leading pass catcher, Otto Armstrong, less than 500 yards away from becoming the Boilermakers' all-time leading rusher and Rick Sayers, who caught 59 passes last year, lead The Brussels offensive unit.

Pre-season All American tackle, giant-sized Dave Butz (6'7, 277) anchors a veteran defensive unit, but the Boilermakers can't seem to get the job done.

Flagged by costly fumbles, Purdue was stunned by Bowling Green's 28-7 win during its season opener. Last Saturday, the Boilermakers watched a 25-16 lead slip away into a 22-21 defeat at the hands of Washington.

"We deserve better than we've been getting," said disheartened head coach Bob Devoss after watching his Boilers lose to the Huskies last weekend.

Despite Purdue's poor start, Notre Dame coach Ara Parseghian is aware of the talent on the Boilermaker squad and is concerned that Devoss might have them primed for a top effort tomorrow afternoon against the Irish.

"They're a good football team," Parseghian warned. "They could just as well be 50 or 20. They're big and strong but they've had a lot of bad breaks."

"Purdue will be coming in hip deep over winning," Parseghian continued. "They're dangerous, there's no question about that."

The Boilermakers figure to present Notre Dame's young defense with one of its toughest challenges this fall. Now that Devoss has installed the Wishbone Offense, Danielson has become a running threat, as well as a dangerous pass rusher. He rushed for over 300 yards last week against Washington.

Armstrong, almost sure to become the Boilers' premier rusher, can catch passes, too. The pre-season All America choice grabbed 30 passes in his first two years at Purdue, including a TD catch against the Irish last season in West Lafayette.

Joining Armstrong and Danielson in the Boilers' backfield is Bill Pielichotwsky, a 210-pound fullback who scored twice against Washington.

With eight starters back from a year ago, Purdue's defense is almost as formidable as its offensive counterparts. The Boilermakers' massive front five is certainly tough enough to give opposing coaches gray hairs.

Besides Butz, end Steve Baumgartner (6'7, 228), tackle Bronen Keeser (6'3, 248) and middle guard Greg Bingham (6'3, 232) are top notch ballplayers.

Purdue won't be at full strength tomorrow, however. Tailback halfback Darrel Stingley is still sidelined with an ankle injury, defensive standout Rick Schuster, a linebacker, made 21 tackles against the Irish a year ago, is out with a bad back.

Offensive tackles Brent Myer and Mike Albritt are also slated to sit out tomorrow's game, defensive back Arnold Carter.

Despite their absence, Planghia said he has no plans to have the Boilermakers more than ready for the Irish.

"We'll be there trying to make our own breaks by playing good, sound, fundamental football," Devoss said. "We showed our wishbone potential in the first half last week.

Notre Dame displayed its potential last weekend too, romping by Northwestern 27-0 with an impressive display of offensive power and a surprisingly tough defense.

"Both the offense and defense performed above expectations," Parseghian said after Saturday's opening-game rout. "Our offense showed great consistency and the defense, which we had been a bit apprehensive about, surprised us with a shutdown."

The Irish escaped the Northwestern game without any major injuries, although it's doubtful whether running back Greg Hill will see action tomorrow because of a pulled muscle.

Purdue and the Irish have met 43 times in a series which dates back to 1896. Notre Dame holds the edge in the series, winning 25, losing 16 and tying two.

The two teams have played seven times since 1946, with the Irish winning 14 times since then and Purdue.

Kickoff tomorrow in Notre Dame Stadium will be at 1:30 p.m.

The Irish Eye

Football Picks

Last week's predictions—12 of 15 correct, including Georgia Tech's victory over Michigan State—were the most successful of the year and, as the college football season gets into full swing, the Irish Eye peers into its crystal ball for the fourth time with hopes of continued improvement.

There are numerous top flight games on the collegiate scene this weekend, including interdivisional battles between Stanford and West Virginia, North Carolina and Ohio State and Southern Cal and Illinois, classic games, the Princeton versus Rutgers, and such rivals as Notre Dame-Purdue, Kentucky-Indiana and Texas-Texas Tech.

The Irish play their home opener against Purdue Saturday and the experts like Notre Dame as two-touchdown favorites. Let's hope it's that easy.

This is the way Saturday's results will be.

Notre Dame over Purdue — This is a big game for both clubs. It won't be easy, but the Irish can get by the revenge-motivated Boilermakers.

Tennessee over Auburn — The Vols have a grade to settle. Pitt over Northwestern — The Wildcats have yet to score in '72 and, with Kauty injured, their defense is in need of help.

Princeton over Rutgers — These two teams started it all back in 1869. Look for the Tigers to come in better of the action in 1972.

LSU over Georgia — Rufus Ferguson will find it tough to run against the Bauxy Brighal.

Michigan over Utah — The Wolverines gained respect with last week's triumph over UCLA.

Southern California over Missouri State — The Trojans will pick up their second victory over a Big Ten team in as many weeks.

Texas A & M over Maryland — At least the Cadets won't lose by 77.1.

Texas over Texas Tech — The eyes of Texas will be watching the Texas Tech game.

Stanford over Western Virginia — Stanford blooms in this last battle of sectional powers.

Virginia over Boston College — The Eagles are primed to shoot down the Cardinals.

The last week: 12 of 15. 800 Season Pick: 34 of 45. 795

Irish linebacker Jim O'Salley was selected as "Lineman of the Week" by the U. P. I. for his play against Northwestern last weekend. He was in on 12 tackles and intercepted a pass against the Cats.

Need money? sell
Irish Sports Weekly

Saturday morning
Generous commission
Apply at The Observer office
today from 3:30 and 5:30 pm